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Local resident Karl Hubsch paddles a piece of ice in Lake Ontario. Average temperatures of the water can dip below -3C during
winter. When asked how he can handle the bitter cold, Hubsch replied “I breath deep until I’m happy and high on life”.
Photo: Zdenka Hubschova

Misstep in outreach leaves
out Moss Park community
On February 10, the Toronto
Police Service held its first
Moss Park Neighbourhood
Community Officer (NCO)
meeting since the Covid-19
lockdown in March last year.
Hosted by Sergeant Henry
Dyck, NCO supervisor for 51
Division, the meeting heard
more than 60 virtual participants address neighbourhood
safety and quality of life issues.
Conspicuously missing from
the conversation about policing
in the Moss Park area were
members of the local community. Not heard were business
owners and residents from
Queen Street East, including
residents of Toronto Community Housing’s Moss Park Apartment complex.
The lack of community representation was not just a

one-off event. Many residents
and business owners the bridge
spoke to had never heard of the
Neighbourhood Community
Officer Program (NCOP), let
alone knew of meetings they
could attend.
In a neighbourhood where
crime and violence are pervasive, the absence of local
outreach to community-based
groups by the police is a major
misstep.
“We live in an area that is incredibly exposed and has a lot
of uphill battles,” said Rasmus
Groth, a resident at 90 Ontario
Street, a live/workspace just
south of Queen East. “I have
been here six years and I never
had any idea [of the NCOP].
Not a ﬂyer not a sign, not anything.”
“I think it would be a good
start for them to realize that
they have some shortcomings

7

Community group unveils
Foundry plans after court
date postponed

The Iceman Cometh!

André Bermon, Publisher

Carol Mark

by not including us.”
The NCOP initiative was introduced in 2013. According
to the police website, the program’s mandate “includes building relationships and solving
problems within their neighbourhoods.”
There are NCOs in 34 neighbourhoods throughout all 16
police Divisions. NCOs serve
a four-year minimum posting
within the NCOP.
Moss Park has eight NCOs,
covering roughly from Jarvis
to Parliament and Queen East
north to Carlton. Public outreach includes quarterly meetings between the NCOs and
the various communities to discuss policing issues and areas
that require additional police
presence.
Moss Park continued p4

The fate of the Dominion
Foundries site is still up in the
air after all parties involved
agreed to adjourn a face-off in
court.
The Ontario government,
the City of Toronto and the
St. Lawrence Neighbourhood
Association (SLNA) were set
to argue about the West Don
Lands buildings in court on
Feb. 26. If a resolution cannot
be reached outside of court, the
hearing will proceed at a later
date.
Community members and local politicians have been fighting since October to stop the
province from demolishing the
four century-old Foundry buildings at 153-185 Eastern Ave.
A crew had already damaged
one building before the SLNA
applied for an injunction to halt
demolition.
On Feb. 24, Friends of the
Foundry, a community group
that has been working with the
SLNA, published a “demonstration concept” for the future
of the site. Put together probono by prominent Toronto
architects, the plan shows that
the site could provide affordable housing while retaining
some heritage buildings.
“The notion that you need
to demolish all the buildings
in order to clean it up … is I
don’t think supportable,” architect Joe Lobke told The Globe

and Mail. “We’ve got examples
where we can do better than
that.”
The Friends’ plan consists of
high-rise towers alongside restored Foundry buildings. Community and retail spaces would
be included.
The exploratory design concept “recognizes that the conservation, integration and adaptive re-use of these handsome
and robust historic industrial
structures contributes to our
cultural memory and enhances
the unique identity of the city
and the neighbourhood,” says
the Friends of the Foundry
website.
Other local organizations
have also come forward with
ideas.
Foundry continued p7
IRCPA plans see p8
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40-storey development
proposed on King Street
Jayne Kitchen

A planning application for a
massive 40-storey mixed-use
development has been submitted to the City of Toronto for
a large portion of a mid-block
area on King Street. Stretching
from 234 to 250 King East and
around the intersection to include 162 Princess Street, the
Emblem Development Inc.
project would replace Betty’s
bar, a local favourite.
King East is known for distinct mid-rise brick architecture
but has been become increasingly laden with high-rise developments over the last 15 years.
But the only other nearby buil-

ding higher than this project is
an approved 49-storey building
at 31 Parliament Street.
Emblem’s venture is one of
several large-scale condominiums in various stages of approval in the King East area. In
keeping with the district’s rich
architectural heritage, several
promise partial retentions of
street-level buildings, as does
this proposal. The base would
be six or seven storeys of
mixed commercial use incorporating the facades of current
buildings, with 488 dwelling
units above.
Development continued p7
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City of Toronto selects portal location
for East Waterfront transit line

Donald Higney

The City of Toronto is laying
the groundwork for a streetcar
transit line along the waterfront. At a public meeting on
February 17, stakeholders from
the city, the Toronto Transit
Commission (TTC) and Waterfront Toronto reported on the
Waterfront East LRT Extension.
City Council approved the
Waterfront Transit Network in
January 2018 to bring a new
streetcar route along Toronto’s
waterfront, from Long Branch
in the west end to the Leslie
Barns maintenance and storage
facility in the east. The portion
known as the Waterfront East
LRT Extension is from Union
Station to the Distillery Loop
via Queens Quay East and
Cherry Street.
In 2019 council ordered a
study on a surface portal location on Queens Quay East
to allow underground and
street level light transit access. Some of the areas of research include interim transit
improvements, updating past
environmental
assessments,
and devising 30 percent of the
design concept. The design,
business case and cost estimate

Map showing the three areas of construction of the Waterfront East LRT project. Portal location is to be placed at the foot of Yonge Street.

are to be completed by this fall
in time for Toronto’s 2022 budgeting.
The project is organized
into three areas. The first is
the underground section from
the Union Station loop south
to Queens Quay at the ferry
docks, and the new tunnel extension and portal on Queens
Quay east of Bay Street.
The next area is Queens Quay
to Parliament Street, overlapping the first area around Bay
Street. The final stretch is the
unbuilt section of Queens Quay
between Parliament Street and
the Cherry Street realignment,
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With the portal connecting
Queens Quay to the underground Union Station streetcar
loop, Union and Queens Quay
stations would get new entrances and emergency exits.
The cross section of Queens
Quay East in the second area of

the project will be expanded,
adding open planters and expanding the Martin Goodman
trail.
Proposed stops on the line
include at Bay, Yonge, Jarvis,
Sherbourne and Parliament
streets.

Authentic Southern Italian Cuisine since 1988

Catering for all occasions

the bridge
is an independent, nonpartisan
newspaper published monthly and
distributed by a mix of delivery
services to varying readership.
6,000 copies are circulated
throughout the Downtown East Moss Park, Corktown, Garden
District, Cabbagetown South, St.
Lawrence Neighbourhood,
Distillery District - and to
community hubs that extend
across Toronto.

as well as connecting it with
the Distillery Loop.
The city is looking at building a streetcar portal on
Queens Quay between Bay and
Yonge in front of the Westin
Harbour Castle hotel. Under
the completed portions of the
study they say that it would
reduce the impact and costs of
construction in the area, reduce
traffic on Queens Quay and the
Martin Goodman Trail, and enhance the public realm at the
foot of Yonge Street. The portal
would include a one third partial fill-in of the existing Yonge
Street Slip.

Photo: Courtesy of the Toronto Transit Commission
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Early Schooling
in Toronto

Bruce Bell, Senior Columnist

St Lawrence Hall, built in 1850
on King Street East, has a remarkable relic from our past;
a large oval table on its 3rd
ﬂoor once used by the Toronto
School Trustees.
In 1871 the trustees gathered
around that table (then at a different location) and voted to
make school mandatory, thus
changing forever the lives of
thousands of local children.
In the early 1800’s, going to
school in the Town of York was
a luxury few parents could afford. The Home District School
(1807-1812) that once stood on
the south east corner of King
and George Streets, cost $16 a
year in a time when a teacher’s
annual salary was $20.
The first teacher Rev. George
O’Kill Stuart taught the sons
and daughters, ages 6-19 of
the well established families of
York. The school became Duggan’s General Store in 1812
and was demolished in 1873.
(There is a plaque on the current building that commemorates the Home District School)
However, in 1818 the establishment of a Common (elementary) school by government grants was introduced
into York with the first school
opening for the sons and
daughters of the working class.
Mr. Thomas Appleton was its
first schoolmaster. In 1820 the
school was commandeered
by the Upper Canada Central
School System and would later
evolve into the still operating
Jarvis Collegiate.
In 1820, a new schoolhouse
opened where the giant maple
tree now stands just outside

the shoe repair shop in the
laneway that separates the
Metro Store from the HotHouse restaurant between King
and Front streets. The Market
Lane Common School was a
small 2 story wooden structure
that sat in the middle of an orchard surrounded by a white
picket fence. Amazingly as it
seems today, the students could
gaze at an unobstructed view
of the comings and goings in
the harbour, which then was a
few yards away just south of
Front Street.
The school shared the premises with a Masonic Hall,
and it was in that hall on the
second ﬂoor that the Mechanic
Institute, the forerunner to the
Toronto Public Library system,
was first formed.
By 1844 school was still not
compulsory but it was open to
anyone who wanted to go (providing there was room and a
teacher). This included the sons
and daughters of the men who
worked for the brewer Enoch
Turner, who built the still standing schoolhouse on Trinity
Street for their education.
Sadly, the majority of children in Toronto had a worse
alternative that was less than
voluntary; grueling full time

mill and factory work.
During the height of the Industrial Revolution that was
sweeping its way through
Toronto from 1850 onward, the
horrors of child labour were
making their face known in the
factories, slaughterhouses and
mean streets of our fair city.
As early as 1832, British
MP Michael Sadler secured a
parliamentary investigation of

Enoch Turner Schoolhouse.

Photo: Courtesy of the Toronto Public Library

working conditions in the textile factories and later delivered
a shocking report of child labour practices to British Parliament.
The immediate effect was
the passage of the Act of 1833
limiting hours of employment
for children between the ages
of 9 and 13 to a more ‘reasonable’ 9 hours a day in textile
mills throughout Britain. This
was soon followed by Canada
that same year.
By the 1870’s huge menacing
iron and steel factories were
built by the mouth of the Don
River where school age children, already hardened by the
time they reached their teenage
years, were working in backbreaking, dangerous, toxic and

tedious jobs.
Something had to be done to
help the greater part of these illiterate youth to have a chance
at a better life.
The motto for the men
that sat around the oval
table, which is now in
St. Lawrence Hall, was “the
truth shall make you free”.
With that in mind, the School
Act of 1871, making school
mandatory for every child under the age of 16, was passed.
There were many obstacles
that were to follow, including
the horrific Residential School
System, but eventually our modern school system with fair
equity for all would be born.

402 King Street East
4�l@oldtownbodega for COVID hours

262 The Esplanade
416-364-6996
momandpops.ca
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How “local” is local government?
Mick Brighton

Local government can be
good only if higher governments wish it to be. By that I
mean a fully funded political
authority able to build local
strategic partnerships that are
non-hierarchical and require
a facilitative leadership to develop a shared vision with the
ability to deliver it.
If Ontario’s provincial government had such a vision, we
might feel less governed and
more in control of our city .
A community is a group of
people living in the same place
or having a characteristic in
common. We all require elected people in power looking
after their own community in a
legal, decent, honest and truthful way.
Good local government
comes down to the confidence of the electorate in their
politicians to govern their area
well and represent their interests fairly and justly. This is
achieved in different ways with
varying degrees of success depending on the model in use.
Toronto has an elected mayor
who gathers an elite cohort of
councillors who fit in with his/
her view of how things should
be done. But as we have seen,
the provincial government can
override the local democratic process and impose its will

Ontario Legislative Building.

Photo: DXR

without any discussion or debate.
The big debate on localism:
how can city councils and
provincial governments develop collaborative governance,
working in partnership with
all community stakeholders so
citizens are content? I suggest
you ask Mr. Ford and his political party that question.
The province’s use of the
phrase “affordable housing” to
justify demolishing the Dominion Foundry buildings is propaganda; the issue is whether
you support the policy. The
Government does not want
people to think about the issue –
that’s the point of propaganda,
in this case to create a slogan
that nobody will be against and
everybody will favour because
nobody knows what it means.
Its crucial value is to divert attention from questions that do
mean something, ones we are
not supposed to talk about.

Why here? Why now? Will
the development be public or
private? How affordable will
the housing be? And what is
the wider plan for the area:
schools, hospitals, green spaces
and so on?
The public relations industry is employed to instill the
right values in people: the values of the government. Political philosopher David Hume
said, “If you can control people’s attitudes and beliefs and
separate them from one another, then they won’t rise up
and overthrow you.”
We have to look at the quality of our elected leaders: their
agenda and motives, the people they surround themselves
with, and their ethnic makeup,
gender orientation and age profile. Do they have the capacity
to understand and administer
the organization that they have
been elected to run?

used to be a Lebanese lunch
spot frequented by the office
crowd (remember them?).
What will three pot shops
and another burger joint bring
to the block?
The pandemic is changing
our streetscape. A recent Toronto Sun article noted that sixty
iconic city storefronts have rolled down their shutters already.
It’s too early to know how
this plot will unfold. Maybe
this movie is just Jaws 3-D and
these changes are all teeth and
no bite. Or maybe we’ll soon
be shrieking like Janet Leigh in
the shower at the Bates Motel.
This churn might be just typical streetscape turnover, but
it gives me a queasy feeling. I
think it might be time to stop
skinny dipping and wade back
to the shore.
These new stores are not
here by accident, they are filling a gap. Cheap meat is always handy, especially in these
cash-strapped times. And drug
stores don’t need to lurk in the
shadows anymore. With anxiety on the rise – divorce, unemployment, we need them more
than ever.
One street does not speak
for the whole city of course.
Perhaps the shuttered-up Starbucks at 81A is about to become a new brewhouse. And
maybe that shroud in the window at 64 George will be swept
back to reveal a mom-and-pop
bakery.

But when I walk this stretch
of Front, I find myself shortening my stride and peeking
over my shoulder:
Something is not right.
I got the same queasy feeling
when I hopped the pond and
visited England a few years
back. As I strolled around my
old childhood mall, every other
store was a Poundstretcher, a
Primark or a bookies. What
happened to M&S, the cake
shop and the café?
We’ve been away too long.
Long absences from familiar
places are like Covid hairdos.
You don’t notice that mullet
until you take a hard look in the
mirror.
This stretch of Front Street
has huge potential. Buttressed
between two iconic buildings
– the Flatiron and the St. Lawrence Market – the streetscape
should be catering to tourists,
residents and workers in droves. It should be thriving. But
instead, it’s aiming high – way
high.
There are countless articles
about the changes Covid is
bringing to our lives. But sometimes we don’t need to read
the book, we just need to see
the movie.
So the next time you venture
outside, look behind you. That
rustle in the bushes may seem
harmless, but it doesn’t mean
the boogie man isn’t squatting
there waiting to pounce.

Specialized: Pho, Pad Thai and Cantonese Cuisine

March Special

$9.95!
Lemongrass Pork Chop

March Operating Hours:
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Tel: (416) 519-7810
140 The Esplanade Unit 4

A Nightmare on Front Street? With little to no
Ben Bull, Columnist

This pandemic is a scary
movie. As we peek through the
curtains and scour our streets
for signs of life, something is
stirring outside.
But what? A monster waiting
to pounce on the groceries Walmart just dumped on the doorstep? A slow-moving stalker
eying the Amazon box lying
halfway up the steps?
No. This faceless zombie is
a new shop front, well – four
shops, actually – taking shape
along Front Street between
Church and Jarvis.
The first apparition is a pot
shop, Hemisphere Cannabis.
It’s not yet open but its website asks, “Where do you want
to go?” The next ghost is a few
doors down, Civilian House of
Cannabis. It used to be the Jersey Giant.
A few steps further on is
META Cannabis, at 79 Front.
And finally, if you should get
the munchies for some reason,
you’ll soon be able to grab a
bite at the new A&W Burger,
next to the LCBO.
What do these new storefronts mean for our neighbourhood?
This stretch of Front used to
have variety and life. It was a
community hub. The Jersey Giant was a popular watering hole
for over twenty years. Hemisphere is replacing a Second Cup
coffee shop. And the A&W

representation,
Moss Park is left
to its own devices
Moss Park from p1

Unlike most neighbourhoods
in the downtown east, the Moss
Park community has no residents’ association or collaborative groups that can help collect
and disseminate information
to residents and business owners. This translates to missed
meetings and lost opportunities
for open and consistent dialogue to establish the community’s needs and wants.
With little to no representation,
Moss Park is left to its own devices. “The issues we are dealing with put lots [of] pressure
on us,” says Babak Fahmi, owner of FAMO sandwich shop.
FAMO is adjacent to the Moss
Park safe injection site on Sherbourne Street. Loitering, discarded needles and deposits of
human waste are just some of
the problems Fahmi and other
business owners experience.
And while Fahmi is considerate of those who require social
services, the NCOs could facilitate conversations between
businesses and the harm reduction facility to encourage
accountability and neighbour-

hood well-being.
“We came and invested money
to be part of the neighbourhood,” Fahmi says. “Not being
part of these meetings to help
solve problems, you don’t feel
good about it.”
The largest group of residents
in the Moss Park community reside in TCH buildings
between Seaton and Parliament
Streets, a community sidelined
in conversations about local
policing.
Long-time resident Bihi has
in the past been involved in
TPS consultations within the
Community Policing Liaison
Committee (CPLC). Told that
the Moss Park neighbourhood
were not informed of the last
NCO meeting, Bihi replied,
“Yes, they’ve been doing that.”
Despite the rift in communication and a litany of grievances
over community safety, many
in Moss Park still want to engage in formal dialogue with
the police service. A proverbial
olive branch for an institution
that still has much to prove.
“If there is such a meeting [in
the future],” said Bihi. “I’d be
happy to attend.”

march 2021
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Five local businesses navigate the lockdown

Emma Johnston-Wheeler

While many small businesses
in Toronto are approaching the
light at the end of a long, dark
Covid-19 tunnel, some have
quietly closed their doors for
good. Still more are hanging on
by tooth and nail, none surviving without government aid.
Ontario’s January 14 stay-athome order for all regions has
since been extended twice in
Toronto, while other regions
return to the province’s colourcoded Covid response framework. The city’s stay-at-home
order is tentatively set to end
on March. 8.
Until then, especially hair
salons and gyms continue to
struggle, while other businesses depend on curbside service.
As reported by CityNews , the
Beauty United business coalition estimates that a fifth of
Ontario’s 3,500 salons and spas
will not survive the lockdowns.
Lift is a hair and nail salon a
short walk from St. Lawrence
Market South. Co-owner Heidi
Hurtarte, who opened the salon in 2003, says she is ready
to start serving her customers
safely.
Though Lift is only allowed
to sell curbside products such
as at-home colour kits, Hurtate
is grateful for the support of
longstanding customers. “We
had no idea that we were going

Alexi Thibodeau and Josh Colleran, owners of Henrietta Lane Café and Drinkery.

to build such a solid friendship
with our guests.”
Regarding safety measures,
she calls her team “cleaning
machines.” “If you forget your
mask, we have masks. We also
have shields, and we disinfect
after each client,” said Hurtate.
The Longboard Haven skate
shop on Queen Street East has
closed indoor service since the
first lockdown, said co-founder
Michael McGown, “because
everybody’s health was more
important than making money.” McGown and partner
Rob Sydia have been offering
goods online and are grateful
for loyal customers.
Kelsey Ramage is an internationally known bartender who in September 2019
launched Supernova Ballroom,
a low-waste cocktail bar near
Bay Street and Adelaide. After

Toronto restaurants closed the
following March, Ramage saw
her bank accounts draining by
mid May. She took a government loan to pay off immediate
debts, but Supernova Ballroom
closed for good in July. While
she recovers financially, Ramage hopes to create an alternative version of Supernova in
the post-pandemic future.
Alexi Thibodeau is the owner of Henrietta Lane, a café
and commissary on King Street
East. This month Thibodeau
hopes to sell take-home bottles
of cocktails using homemade
ingredients, while she waits for
patio season.
“My hope is to launch something that’s really clear, thought
out and unique,” she said. “If I
hadn’t been open for several
years and had a bit of cushion
when this all started, we pro-

My journey in the Toronto Writers Collective
Shrin Tobie-Paul, TWC

Three years ago, I brought my
children to their weekly chess
game at a west-end library.
Browsing the community
board for a seamstress, I found
a page about a weekly writing
workshop. How serendipitous!
Days before, I was thinking
about finding an activity that
allowed me to slow down. Something just for me.
I inquired about the Toronto
Writers Collective workshop
and the branch head, Richard
Austerberry, responded. I signed up for the next week and
my life has not been the same
since.
It was beautifully cathartic to get my words onto paper. I’m a writer from the old
school: I believe there is magic
in writing with pen and paper,
a dance between writer and
words as the pen or pencil waltzes along each line. My writing
poured out. I loved that everyone’s work is treated as fiction,
which gave me new licence
to use my writing to heal old
wounds. Every prompt seemed
to spotlight an area that needed
a bit more healing.
I enjoyed the workshops and
wanted to join the TWC team.
But since my schedule at the
time was packed I couldn’t
imagine how, so I stored the
thought away.
When I heard of the opportu-

nity to be part of an anthology,
I bubbled with joyous expectancy. This was a weeks-long
workshop with the opportunity
to have my writing vetted by a
published author whose great
work was already touching
hearts. Enter Julie Hartley,
poet, storyteller and all-round
world changer. It was an honour to work with Julie and I
was thrilled to have her feedback on my pieces.
I wrapped up 2020 as a published author in the anthology,
and had the opportunity to read
my work at a TWC-hosted
event.
Someone from the writing
group suggested becoming a
facilitator. I knew early on that
I wanted to add value to the organization that had assisted me
in reclaiming my gift. I signed
up for the facilitator training
session and learned much more
about the Toronto Writers Collective’s mandate and the team
that makes it all possible.
The team’s desire to serve
those who need a safe space
for their stories spans communities, provinces, and indeed
the world. We collaborate with
many community groups who
work with drug abuse and rehabilitation, mental health,
domestic abuse, the elderly,
youth, veterans and the blind
and hearing-impaired.
Now that I’m a facilitator,
I count it as a privilege. I am

honored to write with others,
to be a guest facilitator in some
workshops and to assist with
training. I call myself the roaming facilitator as I work on
different projects and collaborations with myriad community
groups locally, regionally and
most wonderfully, globally.
The onset of the pandemic
meant that we had to go online,
allowing us to expand our reach. I was thrilled that we all
adapted quickly to serve our
communities. We have held
more than 600 virtual workshops bringing people from
Canada, the United States, Australia, Africa, Asia and Europe,
together into one safe space to
write and heal.
I recently worked online
with a group in Ghana whose
stories portrayed a rich culture
and radiant pride. I am grateful
for the opportunity to travel
the world hearing stories shared, some provoking thoughts
of goodwill and others of deep
exploration.
My favourite part of being
on the TWC team is that my
children get to see my dreams
become a reality. They lovingly
allowed me the space to write
and now get to see me serve as
a facilitator. For many children,
values are caught, not taught.
There are no better words to
hear than “Mommy, I’m so
proud of you!”

bably would have been pretty “Here’s hoping for a warmer
screwed. So my heart goes out March and April.”
to a lot of businesses that are
Robyn Posner is the St. Lawopening this year.”
rence Market BIA’s director of
Todd Morgan, owner of marketing, events and member
Maple Leaf Tavern on Gerrard services. During the present
Street East, said that while in- lockdown, Posner says the
house dining has been prohibi- BIA is keeping members inforted, his team has been plugging med of support options, incluaway with holiday meal kits ding wage and rent subsidies.
and take-home menu items. Posner promotes the businesses
“But we’re still down 95% in that remain open.
sales.”
When Toronto returns to the
The Christmas
businesseasy.
is Letmarketing
Make
us serve you! province’s red zone category,
directly via email, letting cus- small businesses will be able to
tomers know the tavern is re-open for in-store shopping,
still open and serving. “We’re with maximum customer capajust waiting to get out of the city reduced to 25%.
depths of winter,” said Morgan.
Nothing says St. Patty's Day like Portuguese chicken
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From the Moss Park Market
with love; we’ll be seeing you!
Building Roots

Hi! Building Roots here.
It’s safe to say that through
all our current challenges, togetherness has proven to be a
strength which will transform
our communities during the
pandemic and after it passes.
As we all give thanks to our
frontline workers for what they
are doing to help us in combating our current situation, Building Roots wants to drop you
a reminder to thank yourselves.
This is important to remember because collaborative
change is found through selflove and self-growth. A beautiful example we are grateful to
witness is how the Moss Park
Market wouldn’t be what it is
today without the community
members who were gracious
enough to share a little bit of
that love.
Our Moss Park Market is a
pay-what-you-can service open
every Saturday from 11AM
- 4PM where you can access
food and produce bags for safe

the bridge:
Book Review
Glenda MacFarlane, Columnist

All That Monk Business
By Barry Kennedy
Now
or
Never
Press
Publishing Co, Spring 2021

The Moss Park Market.

pick-up with absolutely no information collected.
These food bags are fueled by a spread of community
partners who contribute everything from baked goods to raw
vegetables weekly. Because of
the cold weather, we want to
make sure that everyone can be
served quickly and safely.
If it is your first time visiting us at 260 Queen St. E, one

Photo: Courtesy of Building Roots

of our volunteers will kindly
touch base with you to arrange
the details of any future Covidsafe pickups.
We are here to help fill an
important gap - and that’s the
knowledge and security you
will have accessing fresh, healthy food on a regular basis.
That way, you can focus on
thanking yourself.

The champion heavy weights in our gardens
Heather Wilberforce, GTGK

Barry Kennedy is a wizard
with words. In his brand-new
novel, All That Monk Business,
the author paints a rollicking
picture of a group of characters in Vancouver’s downtown
East Side struggling to get by,
but somehow maintaining a
sense of humour about it all.
The hero of the tale is the intrepid Buddy Monk, denizen
of Commercial Drive, barber,
middle-aged loser in love, and
observer of the passing scene,
which includes “the long and
the short and the tall, the rooted and the rootless, the immigrants and the migrants, the
upwardly mobile and the succumbers to inertia, the new
parents and the never-wills,
the caregivers and the care-fornothings, the poets and the performers, the bookish and the
booksellers, the Eye-Ties and
the Port-oo-geez and the EllGee-Bee-Tees, the freelivers
and the freebooters, the bums
and boozers and streetcombers,
the militants and the pacifists,
the lawyers and the scofﬂaws,
the dentists and the ﬂossless,
the bullies and the buskers, the
shopowners and the shopworn,
the native carvers of wood and
the many carvers of place.”
There is a lot happening, plotwise, in All That Monk Business. Buddy and his wife Nita

have recently separated, and
he’d like to win her back. A
contest involving meat is about
to occur, and it’s important that
the right person gets the prize.
And a waterproof lockbox
containing a secret, buried for
years in a wreck on the ocean
ﬂoor, comes to the surface and
turns Buddy’s world inside-out.
The action moves from Buddy’s “Mullets to Mohawks”
barbershop to Al Esposito’s
(half beverage room and half
restaurant); from the funkysmelling wharf to the freezer of
the Take-a-Number Deli, and
always, back out to the bustling
street. Along the way we get
acquainted with June, Buddy’s
no-nonsense mother; Buddy’s
activist wife Nita, who still
harbours some affection for her
exasperating estranged spouse;
“Sally from the Alley” and her
brother Bo; eighty-year-old
fisherman Louie Zimbot, and a
host of other unforgettable humans. Even the animals are an
integral part of this society: the
raucous crows jockeying over
pizza scraps on the Drive, ArfArf the pitbull puppy, and the
mutant mouse that Buddy accepts as his houseguest.
At its heart, All That Monk
Business is about community
-- a gritty, weird, and occasionally desperate community that
crackles with life, laughter, and
interconnection. It’s rare that
Canadian fiction focuses on
communities like this one, and
Barry Kennedy’s book does
so with glorious prose and an
open heart.

Earthworms thrive and multiply in well managed compost bins.

Board so GTGK depends on
funding from members of the
community and friends of the
gardens. Look us up and learn
more about what we do. Please
support our work by donating
at www.greenthumbsto.org and
check us out on social media.

Check out our new website!

www.thebridgenews.ca
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pizza because it can get as high
as 70’ C. Maybe not that hot
but you get his point. Every 1
or 2 weeks he aerates the compost to bring in fresh oxygen
by turning it over with a garden
fork. If the compost is not aerated many of the essential organisms will not survive.
Throughout the winter the
neighbours keep the compost
depot going and now that it’s
still cold Micah is keeping the
bugs, worms and other organisms cozy and well fed. In
spring this is going to be rich
dark compost ready to be worked into the garden beds where
it will feed growing vegetables
and fruit.
Green Thumbs Growing
Kids (GTGK) is a local charity actively creating and managing school food gardens
in order to connect children to
food and their environment.
Gardens at Sprucecourt Jr.
PS, Winchester Jr. & Sr. PS
and Rose Avenue PS are managed by Green Thumbs and
we support gardening projects
at Nelson Mandela Park PS.
No funding is received from
the Toronto District School

VOICE

Much has been written in praise of the earthworm. In fact,
someone said that all the fertile
areas of the planet have passed
through the bodies of earthworms. Wow!
As organic material passes
through the gut of the earthworm it is broken down and
passes out as casts (poo) the
richest and finest fertilizer for
our gardens. Those casts are
higher in good bacteria, organic material, nitrogen, calcium,
magnesium, phosphorus and
potassium than soil itself.
The worms thrive and multiply in the well managed compost bins in our Green Thumbs
gardens. Because they do such
a superb job for us, we strive to
make them as happy as possible.
In normal times, we would
take fruit and vegetable leftovers from the school cafeteria
and put these in our compost.
Currently the cafeteria is not
open so there is no waste to
make compost.
Neighbours to the Rescue! A
caring group of neighbours set
up a compost collection depot
where they deposit fruit and
vegetable kitchen waste, coffee, tea bags as well as other
things like egg shells and once
a week Micah carries the pails
of kitchen waste across the road
to our bins where the worms,
bugs and other healthy organisms break it down so we can use
it to fertilize the garden.
The temperature in the bins
can be 48.8 to 65.5 Centigrade.
Micah laughs when he says in
winter months the heat in the
bins is hot enough to cook a
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Do you have a
story to tell?
We want to hear you

torontow riters col le ctive.c a
i n f o @ t o r o n t o w r i t e r s c o l l e c t i ve . c a

Join a Virtual Workshop!
For more information, please
check our website calendar
(updated on Saturdays), or contact:
i n f o @ t o r o n t o w r i t e r s c o l l e c t i ve . c a

Explore your creative genius
Free brave expressive
writing workshops

Supportive feedback
All are welcome

Inspiring Voice, Empowering the Unheard
@ torontowritersc
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Support the future of Canadian
artists like he did
Carol Mark, Columnist

Moss Park was named for
the large amounts of moss
that grew on the 1830s estate
home of the Allan family. The
home was later demolished
for industrial expansion, but
the legacy of William Allan’s
son, George, remains today. A
Toronto politician, George also
presided over the Ontario Society of Artists and was a patron
of the artist Paul Kane.
Life and art would have been
very different for Michelangelo and the world if Florence’s
wealthy Medici family had
not been his patron. In the case
of Paul Kane, George Allan
commissioned 100 paintings
in 1852 for $20,000 – about
$670,000 in today’s currency.
That patronage made it possible for Kane to become the first
to earn a living in Canada as an
artist.
Without financial worries and
able to focus on art, Kane saw
his reputation grow as a renowned painter of North American Indigenous people. On his
many wilderness travels he
realized that their numbers
were dwindling and needed to
be recorded and remembered.
With Allan’s patronage, Kane’s
fame took him to the Paris
World’s Fair in 1855 as a leading exhibitor.
In the 21st century, art patronage has changed. Art teachers
can focus on their art while

Portrait of George Allan.

off in the summer, but fulltime artists depend on government grants and side gigs. It is
difficult to focus with one foot
in the door and the other trying
to keep balance. Do we have
any art patrons left in Canada,
or Toronto?
My passion is art. Art that
will outlive our lives and inspire the present and the future. Growing up in the Ward
in downtown Toronto , in my
grandfather’s rooming house
devoid of anything beautiful, I
was inspired to create. I looked
for beauty in the ordinary and
everyday, often thinking of future people seeing through my
lens. What types of messages

Photo: Courtesy of the Toronto Public Library

and images did I want to convey to that future?
I now ask the same questions of you: To create dialogue, I ask readers what you
would like to see as art and
art events in the Moss Park
neighbourhood. Email me at
amazingmosspark@gmail.com
– the sky is the limit. Our group
at Amazing Moss Park will go
through the suggestions and get
back to you.
As a small thank-you and to
support local business, the first
50 cups of tea or coffee are on
me at Mystic Muffin, 113 Jarvis
Street near Richmond. Ask for
Elias and mention Amazing
Moss Park!

Ford government has yet to
show any proposals for the site
Foundry from p1
A plan proposed by the International Resource Centre for
Performing Artists (IRCPA),
and supported by the Corktown Residents and Business
Association (CRBA), would
include a working and performance centre for musicians, a
cultural centre, affordable
housing, daycare and a community hub.
The goal is to make the project self-sustaining, similar to
existing facilities in New York.
Already, some musical organizations have expressed interest
in moving their offices there,”
the IRCPA’s website says.
The Ford government says it
would include 25 per cent affordable housing on the site,
but has shown no formal proposal or images of its plan.
On Feb. 22, CBC News revealed that the government
agreed to sell the provincially-owned land last September
after negotiating with one unnamed buyer whose identity
the government refuses to dis-

Remnants of the Valentine’s Day protest at the Foundry site.

close. When asked by a reporter why the government didn’t
follow normal procedure of an
open call to prospective buyers,
Premier Doug Ford didn’t respond directly.
Municipal
Affairs
and
Housing Minister Steve Clark
says the province is now interested in consulting the com-

Photo: Larry Heng

munity. “The site hasn’t been
sold,” Clark told reporters.
“Now, our focus is different.
Our focus is ensuring that there
is consultation on that site.”
The ministry has set up an
online discussion regarding the
Foundry, giving the public until March 4 at 5 p.m. to submit
comments.

Project still in early stages,
but issues around height
and massing are concerns
Development fron p1
Planning documents published
by consulting firm Bousfields
Inc. claim the project is consistent with several growth plans
for the downtown core that
encourage expansion of underutilized areas, particularly
those surrounded by municipal
infrastructure and transit. The
existing mid-block buildings
still contain businesses, but the
vacant property and lane space
around them are attractive to
downtown real estate developers.
How much does it cost developers to buy these properties?
The 244 King East property is
an L-shaped lot that stretches
behind 246-250 out to Princess Street. It contains several
parking spaces at the back, a
one-storey building and another one-storey brick structure
facing the street. According
to the Ontario Land Registry,
this lot alone was bought on
September 20, 2020 for $14.5
million. And it’s only one of
ten lots Emblem Developments
has purchased .
The project is still in early stages. Suzanne Kavanagh of the
St. Lawrence Neighborhood
Association’s
development

committee says the proposal
simply marks the beginning of
a conversation. After receiving
concerns around height and
massing during a presentation
to the SLNA , the developer is
to present a preliminary report
to the Toronto and East York
Community Council in April.

Looking north on Princess Street to 250 King
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Drama in progress: The proposal to regenerate the
Foundry site as a music centre and Corktown hub
Ann Summers Dossena,
Founder/Director of the
International Resource Centre for
Performing Artists

For several years, people
in Corktown and the Corktown Residents and Business
Association (CRBA) have
talked about regenerating the
Dominion Foundry heritage
buildings to create a musicians
centre and hub for the downtown east community.
While Corktown’s underserved 25,000 residents would
gain a much-needed gathering
place, the city’s musicians have
had similar needs. They have
been losing beloved venues
and themselves been forced
to move to smaller centres,
due to rising rents and lack of
affordable spaces to live, meet,
rehearse and perform.
Together
with
the
International Resource Centre
for Performing Artists (IRCPA,
a charitable service organization for musicians), the CRBA
has been meeting for over a
year on this project that would
help solve both issues, while
becoming a draw for tourism.
The CRBA/IRCPA Foundry
project began taking shape
with the arrival of a recently
retired project manager and a
professional planner, both area
residents. On the advice of our
city councillor, Kristyn WongTam, the IRCPA began preparing a feasibility study needed
to approach the provincial

Artist rendition of the IRCPA proposal for the Foundry site.

owners of the property.
Then came the shocks of the
Province’s ministerial zoning
order (MZO), and demolition
initiated without warning.
Community activists Friends
of the Foundry and Respect
Local Planning, the IRCPA
and the CRBA joined forces to
stop the demolition and save
the Foundry, first and foremost.
Eventually the St. Lawrence
Neighbourhood Association
obtained a hearing, with the
help of the City, for an injunction to stop the demolition.
The government has indicated it has been in talks with a
developer, but won’t identify
that company until a deal is

Photo: Courtesy of the IRCPA

signed, nor why there was no
open tender.
The IRCPA and CRBA requested a meeting with the
province to present their concept for developing the site and
expressed their willingness to
work with whichever developer was involved to save some
or all of the project.
On February 24, the province
heard presentations from the
IRCPA and the CRBA along
with some from other Corktown groups.
The ministry has set up an
online discussion regarding the
Foundry, giving the public until March 4 at 5 p.m. to submit
comments.

***
The CRBA/IRCPA Foundry
Project:
Architect Jonathan Kearns,
with contributions from urban planner Josh Reiniger and
architectural designer Mateusz
Nowacki, has provided a conceptual site plan, showing two
mid-sized towers and a crescent-shaped building of residential units integrated with
the restored historic buildings.
Thirty percent of the units
would be reserved for affordable housing, which also includes a daycare facility.
In the Foundry’s renovated
two-storey machine shop, the

Glasses + Sunglasses + Eye Exam

Sunglass Sale

20%-50% OFF
selected models

TO’s “Hippest” Eyewear Store

NOW
OPEN
Glasses + Sunglasses

Est. 1997

+ Eye Exam CONTACT Lenses

33 Jarvis Street @ Front
416.362.3937

upstairs, approximately 70,000
square feet, would be devoted
to musicians. The Community
Hub, on the main ﬂoor, would
have approximately 80,000
square feet including meeting
rooms, performance venues
and a cafe/restaurant.
The arts community – among
them Canada’s internationally
celebrated opera singer Adrianna Pieczonka and conductor Boris Brott –– have raised
their voices alongside those
of residents and businesses,
looking forward to the best
possible outcome for the Dominion Foundry site and its
majestic heritage buildings.

